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Harri Englund's book Human Rights and African Airwaves puts forth a novel 
theory of equality and human rights through his analysis of a news program on 
Chichewa radio in the Republic of Malawi. He sets out to use ethnography to 
“explore and test the liberal assumptions that often inform the definition of 
problems and solutions in contemporary Africa” (p. 9). Instead of assuming 
equality as a primary goal pursued by governments and individuals, for 
example, Englund's careful ethnographic account of the news program Nkhani 
Zam'maboma (News from the Districts) describes stories that do not erase 
"differences and hierarchy in the name of equality, [but rather] enable the 
Malawian poor to assert relationships within differences" (p. 51). Englund's 
broader claim is to argue for an alternative to the rights driven assumptions of 
human rights organizations. Instead of emphasizing an individual's rights or 
policy solutions to injustice, he suggests that the stories broadcast on Nkhani 
Zam'maboma are motivated more by the idea of obligation between differently 
positioned subjects; they “presuppose mutually constitutive dependence” (p. 
224).   
 
Throughout the book, Englund calls for a more nuanced understanding of 
equality, one that rejects the parity principle operative in most liberal and 
human rights discourses. In so doing, Human Rights and African Airwaves 
goes beyond simply offering an African alternative that would do little other 
than provide a mirror image of the liberal models he seeks to challenge. One 
must leave the “shadow of individualism,” Englund argues, and consider a 
model of relationship with mutual obligations at its center – such as those 
prevalent in the news stories broadcast on this Chichewa program. Paralleling 
several recent critical reflections on human rights discourse, England shows 
the power of ethnography to rethink core global concepts – freedom, equality, 
individualism – by taking seriously African-language radio and practices that 
engage with these same issues in ways that challenge the very basis of liberal 
thought.    
 
Human Rights and African Airwaves focuses on a single radio program, yet it 
is hardly narrow in the scope of subjects it addresses. Established in 1998, 
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Nkhani Zam'maboma is part of the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation's (MBC) 
attempt to provide a national forum for Malawians from all regions of the 
country to voice their grievances. It is entangled with the emergence of a 
liberal public sphere in Malawi, and Englund situates its beginnings within 
three trends in public life: the liberalization of airwaves, the decentralization 
of local government, and participatory development (p. 96). Though originally 
intended as a program to broadcast local experience of development, the 
program quickly developed into stories sent by listeners who wished to 
express grievances against local authorities – chiefs, religious leaders, 
teachers.  The ethnographic analysis of the program, then, centers on questions 
of authority, truth, and justice that emerge in the program’s stories. 
 
In the core ethnographic chapters (chapters 4 – 6), Englund discusses the role 
of the editors in transforming the stories into news headlines, the role of 
correspondents in sending stories and maintaining relations to editors, 
listeners' response and circulation of stories, and the means by which a story's 
truth is established. For those interested in the ethnography of media, these 
chapters provide interesting methodological and theoretical lessons. For one, 
Englund does not reduce the editors to mere pawns of the state broadcasting 
company, revealing that despite the stations’ confirmed bias, the program 
Nkhani Zam'maboma complicates the broadcasting company's agenda.   
Englund focuses instead on the production of the news and its reception, 
attempting to connect both to broader cultural genres and local practices that 
affect the genre of news produced. The genre of storytelling, for example, has 
links to other oral genres that challenge authority (praise poetry, songs, 
popular music, and Southern and Central African forms of deliberation 
attached to the institution of chieftaincy, such as, bwalo in Malawi and kgotla 
in Botswana), as well as the genre of news reading, though Englund insists on 
its novelty by calling the program a "nameless genre" (title of chapter 4).  
 
At a theoretical level, he seeks to address some of the contemporary 
anthropological assumptions about Africa and liberalism through his 
ethnography. With respect to African anthropology, one of Englund's critical 
interventions is in anthropological discussions about witchcraft, a theme that 
appears regularly on the news program.  Rather than looking to witchcraft as 
an aspect of the occult, Englund examines the discourse on witchcraft as a 
way to present alternatives to the freedom-focused discourse of human rights.  
Stories about witches, though they occupied only a third of the news stories 
broadcast, revealed a more complex view of power that evoked ambiguity and 
argument about figures of authority and their conceit. Editors are not 
interested in proving or disproving the reality of witchcraft – despite the 
politics of knowledge that surrounds the subject – and instead witchcraft 
stories provide opportunities to engage issues of injustice critically.  
 
Arguing against the critique put forth by Jamima Pierre that studies of 
witchcraft are symptomatic of the allegedly racist underpinnings of all 
anthropological work in Africa, Englund engages in a broad discussion about 
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the problems and benefits of alterity in anthropology. For Englund, the 
anthropological conceit of revealing alternative worldviews remains 
productive, not to reinforce African exceptionalism; but rather, to offer 
analytic and pragmatic alternatives to dominant modes of thinking. He thereby 
contrasts his method with the Comoroffs’ argument that witchcraft is part of a 
continuum of “occult economies” – including pryamid saving schemes and the 
stockmarket – all of which encourage people to embrace the “millenial 
moment” (p. 87). For Englund, this “erasure of alterity spells the end of 
alternatives” (p. 88), though he is clear that seeking alterity is not the same as 
seeking incommensurable cultural or racial worlds. Such alternatives can be 
found in the stories of injustice broadcast on Nkhani Zam'maboma that might 
broaden and enrich assumptions within human rights discourse. 

 
England’s book is divided into three main sections: Human Rights, African 
Alternatives; The Ethos of Equality; The Aesthetics of Claims. The first two 
sections establish the theoretical questions and ethnographic analysis of the 
program outlined above, and the third section addresses the genre the program 
and its reception as a moral discourse. Situating the program in relation to 
other genres that challenge authority in public (praise poetry, songs, popular 
music, and Southern/Central African forms of deliberation – kgotla and 
bwalo), Englund shows that the program has a disciplinary effect by inciting 
shame and fear in its listeners. Stories tend to end with disappointment instead 
of anger, which Englund suggests, allow listeners to draw their own 
conclusions. To counter the general adulatory tenor of the book towards this 
program, Englund’s last ethnographic chapter analyzes criticism – particularly 
Christian criticism – of the program. In my mind, these criticisms serve to 
further accentuate the author’s own appeal of the program as an alternative to 
human rights discourse. Human rights, Englund claims in his last chapter, was 
translated into Cichewa through the concept of freedom, not equality (p. 219). 
The book seeks to go “Beyond the Parity Principle” (chapter 9) and shows that 
while Nkhani Zam’maboma is compatible with a liberal worldview it also 
provides a more robust challenge to some of the fundamental assumptions 
within liberalism, namely that equality is synonymous with parity, which 
serves as the goal and basis of all human relationships. Claims broadcast on 
the program, England argues, suggest that “Nkhani Zam’maboma can deliver 
equality from the shadows of individualism to open up a brighter prospect of 
comparison” (p. 225). Equality and obligation go hand in hand, and obligation 
is considered a corollary of relationships that constitute subjects more broadly.  
 
Overall, the book engages many points that are central to contemporary 
anthropology in a clear and cogent manner, if at times a bit repetitive. The 
issues and ethnographic scope expanded beyond the single radio program, yet 
I was often left wanting more ethnographic stories from outside the specific 
program context that might support Englund’s argument about liberalism and 
human rights. What other publics (either other programs or media) similarly 
challenge the assumptions about equality built into human rights discourse? Is 
parity a principle eschewed in other contexts as well? That said, ethnographic 
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analysis of radio is relatively underrepresented in the anthropology of media 
as well as in anthropology of human rights. Englund’s book is a welcome 
addition to both of these growing fields, and will be of use to any critics of 
liberalism.   
 
  
 


